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What is DFA? This book does not describe physics and mathematics, but describes physiology and biomedical engineering. It shows empirical results from experiments applying DFA onto the heart of animal specimens and human subjects. Those who take this book into their hands expecting to find explanations of DFA theory will be disappointed. Again, this book does not intend to explain details of DFA. However, I hope it helps readers to make their own device that validates heart health. This book belongs to the disciplines of physiology and biomedical technology.
All data, electrocardiograms (EKG), are derived from the author' s own recordings. FM-tape-analogue recordings helped log the data since the early 1990s, and thereafter, PC-digital recordings. Specimens' and subjects' life and health conditions behind each recording were all known. Registry data taken by other researchers were not used because their physiological backgrounds are unknown to me.
This book argues little about the following: (1) mathematical modeling, (2) mathematical prediction, (3) complexity theory, and (4) various aspects of statistical physics, for example, probability distribution function, Fourier analysis, self-similarity, Lyapunov exponent, fractal dimension, or determinism. It presents physiology of the heart and control of heartbeat. DFA is just an analytical tool, but a useful one.
x Modified Detrended Fluctuation Analysis
The original idea behind Peng et al.' s DFA seems to have been derived from the field of physics. But there is very little in the whole field of DFA/fractal/physics that has entered pathology, medicine, biology, and technology at Peng et al.' s level yet. I hope that readers would get an idea of how to make their own DFA devices to suit to their own engineering requirements. DFA does not seem to be a well-established idea, unlike power spectrum analysis. But I would like to stress that DFA is a useful, practical technology. I hope this article inspires public discussion on the practical use of DFA because contradictory viewpoints are put forward through debate.
I would like to thank Dr. Nigel Hollingworth, ASME Press, for his support throughout this project, I would also like to thank Professor Taniguchi for reading and editing this manuscript. I am thankful to Dr. Tomoo Katsuyama and Mr. Katsunori Tanaka, both physicists, who have explained physics and DFA to me, as well as Dr. Yukio Shimoda, a medical physiologist, who has helped me with his detailed knowledge of invertebrate physiology, human cardiology, and electric-circuit engineering. Without long-term collaboration with these people, I could not have continued my DFA investigation.
Once again, this book is not designed to explain what DFA is, nor review hundreds of DFA publications. Empirical evidence in this book shows that DFA is powerful if it is properly used, even if the implications are not instantly recognized by all. This work was supported by JSPS 23500524 and 26350508, and Grant 2008-JST04-065. I am thankful for financial support of 4DQ404 and 4DQ401, from DVx Inc., Tokyo, Japan, and 22DG405, from NOMS, Co. Ltd., Nagoya, Japan. I express my deep gratitude to Mr. Toshi Tsuruta, CEO of Soft Club Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan, for his decades-long understanding and support of my neurobiology research.
